Crown the King

by Mike

Children get to participate in crowning the new king.

Materials:  
Blindfold  
Tape  
Crown the King Background  
Crown the King Wardrobe  

Duration:  
Approximately 10 minutes  

Topics:  
Honor, Respect, Just for Fun  

Target Audience:  
Ages 4-6  

Preparation:  
Print the "Crown the King Background" and "Crown the King Wardrobe." Cut out the crown, robe and staff. Place a small piece of tape on each of these items, which will be used to tape the pieces to the background.

What you will do:  
Clear the area of obstacles and tape the "Crown the King Background" to a wall at a height that is within reach of all the children in class. Children will take turns trying to tape the crown, robe or staff in place while being blindfolded. This game is very similar to pin the tail on the donkey.

Tell the children that it will be their job to tape either a crown, robe, or staff on the new king. (The staff should come after the robe.) As the children take turns, hand each one the piece he or she will tape on. Then place a blindfold over his or her eyes. Spin the child around slowly three times and point him or her in the direction the child needs to go. Once the child has taped the piece on the background, remove the blindfold.

Let each child take one or more turns depending on how much time you have to play the game.

Click here for: Crown the King Background, Crown the King Wardrobe
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